RapidStartPROJECT
A Simple-to-use Project Management Solution for any types of projects.
RapidStartPROJECT is what is known as a Model-Driven Power App. For comparison,
Microsoft Dynamics 365 Enterprise Sales, for example, is also a Model-Driven Power App.
RapidStartPROJECT can be used as a standalone application on the Common Data Service or
can be added to your existing Dynamics 365 or Common Data Service instances.
Licensing for RapidStartPROJECT, like any third-party solution can seem complex at first.
The minimum Microsoft License that RapidStartPROJECT can run on is the Microsoft Power
Apps license, but not the Power Apps versions that are included with Office 365, those are
lighter weight licenses.

What will you need?
A Minimum of (1) Power Apps Per User license ($40/month), and a minimum of (4) Power
Apps Per App Passes ($10/month each). These can be obtained from your Microsoft Partner,
directly from Microsoft via the Online Services Portal, or we can provide them.
In addition, you will need a minimum of (5) RapidStartPROJECT licenses ($10/month each)
from us.
The minimum possible cost for RapidStartPROJECT therefore is $130 per month, for up to 5
users. Additional users will cost a total of $10 each.
If you already have Dynamics 365 licenses, including Enterprise Sales, Sales Professional,
Enterprise Service, Service Professional, Dynamics 365 Marketing, Dynamics 365 Field Service
or Dynamics 365 Project Service Automation, RapidStartPROJECT can run on those licenses as
well, you would just need to acquire the RapidStartPROJECT licenses from us
($10/month/each with minimum of 5).
Why is there a 5-user minimum? It is just a business decision we made.

Free Trial
To get a Power Apps trial, click https://powerapps.microsoft.com/en-us/pricing/ and select the
“Try Free” link. You will be asked to create an account, or login to your existing account. After
you create your trial and then create an environment, you can return to our AppSource page
and install our RapidStartPROJECT application on it.

